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five  

step  

morning  

passed  

vowel  

true  

hundred  

against  

pattern  

numeral  

table  

north  

slowly  

money  

map  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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five passed hundred numeral slowly 

step vowel against table money 

morning true pattern north map 
 

   

   

   

   

  

 

 

 

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 
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five passed hundred numeral slowly 

step vowel against table money 

morning true pattern north map 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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five   
 100 of something  

step   
 5 of something    

morning   
 a mark made for a number:  

0123456789 

passed   
 a picture that shows 

how land looks  

vowel   
 a stand that has a top 

with legs   

true   
 an example  

hundred   
 not fast 

against   
 one of the letters A, E, I, O, U 

pattern   
  paper or change for 

getting things  

numeral   
 something that really happened 

table   
 the first part of the day 

north   
 the space made by your 

feet 

 

slowly   
 the way pointing up   

money   
 to a different side 

map   
 to go by something 

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 
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elvow “Car” has one __ __ __ __ __, the letter A. 

uter This book about Indians in America is __ __ __ __. 

tblae We put the food on the __ __ __ __ __.   

sept The boy took a  __ __ __ __  into the room.   

wllosy The little boy walked __ __ __ __ __ __. 

raettnp Write your letters like the __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

saepds The car __ __ __ __ __ __ by the house.  

nmraelu The __ __ __ __ __ __ __ for two looks like 2. 

htrno The car went __ __ __ __ __ one mile.   

iomrgnn The sun comes up in the __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

eymno Some __ __ __ __ __ is made of paper.   

pam Father looks at a __ __ __ to find the city.  

uhdndre One __ __ __ __ __ __ __ children go to my school. 

fvie A hand has __ __ __ __ parts.  

aganits The waves move __ __ __ __ __ __ __ the land. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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five passed hundred numeral slowly 

step vowel against table money 

morning true pattern north map 
 

1.  We put our books on the _____________________. 

2.  The ship moves _____________________ on the sea. 

3.  The river is _____________________ the mountains. 

4.  The men need a _____________________ to find the river. 

5.  The boy on the horse _____________________ the girl.  

6.  The _____________________ for four looks like 4. 

7.  She will _____________________ into the house. 

8.  She read a _____________________ book about animals. 

9.  She made a ___________________ for us to make pictures. 

10.  Our city is _____________________ of the river. 

11.  Mother gave us _____________________ for food. 

12.  More than one __________________ people live in the city. 

13.  During the _____________________, it is light. 

14.  Add four and one to make _____________________. 

15.  “Old” has one _____________________, the letter O. 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


